
 
 
Former Apple Executive, Emilio Umeoka, joins Vortexa’s Board of Directors. 

  

• Emilio is a global executive with a track record of distinguished leadership in the technology 
industry working in leadership roles for technology giants: Apple, Microsoft, Splunk, Juniper 
Networks and Compaq 
. 

• At Apple, Emilio was the VP responsible for its Global Enterprise Sales. Before joining Apple, 
among other executive roles in the tech industry, Emilio was Microsoft’s President for Brazil and 
later for the Asian Pacific region. 
 

 
London, UK - 21st  September, 2022 - Vortexa, the leading global technology analytics company 
providing real-time views of Energy Flows, Freight Fundamentals and Inventories is delighted to 
announce the appointment of former VP of Enterprise Sales at Apple, Emilio Umeoka, to the board of 
Vortexa. 
 
Emilio grew up in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and attended Texas A&M, where he graduated with a BS degree in 
Petroleum Engineering. He is fluent in Portuguese and Spanish. Emilio is a global executive with a track 
record of distinguished leadership in the technology industry working in leadership roles for technology 
giants: Apple, Microsoft, Splunk, Juniper Networks, and Compaq.   
  
Emilio has experience in high-growth startups, opening new markets, launching new channels and 
programs and expanding market share and growth in large established companies. Emilio has managed 
through acquisitions, building new cultures while expanding revenue and growth simultaneously.  His 
inclusive approach to leadership has been key to his high-performance teams’ successes.  He is a 
member of the Corporate Executive Initiative (CEI), the advisory board for Ascend and a Fellow at 
Stanford DCI (Distinguished Careers Institute).  CEI focuses on developing senior talent within the Pan-
Asian corporate community and building a world-class business forum of Pan-Asian corporate leaders to 
enhance their opportunities to compete for the highest positions in Fortune 500 companies. 
  
Emilio Umeoka: ‘’I am very excited to join the Vortexa Board of Directors and have been extremely 
impressed with how far and how fast Vortexa has been expanding its technology and market presence 
globally as well as the significant value it delivers to its customers.  I am very much looking forward to 
working closely with the Board and Executive team at Vortexa.” 
  
Fabio Kuhn, CEO of Vortexa: “It is a true privilege for us to have the opportunity to work with Emilo at our 
Board.  His one-of-a-kind background in commercial tech strategy together with his early days in the 
energy industry will be invaluable to Vortexa as we scale our global expansion.” 
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About Vortexa 

Vortexa provides market-leading real-time data and advanced analytics for energy and shipping markets. 

With the most accurate and complete picture of flows and freight dynamics, Vortexa covers crude oil, refined 

products, LPG and LNG, across all vessel classes. We help traders, analysts and shipping professionals 

gain a competitive edge into complex and opaque markets by making better trading decisions with 

confidence. Vortexa is a multidisciplinary force of over 100 employees combining the best of energy and 

shipping expertise, data science and engineering across three major hubs in London, Singapore, Houston 

and New York City.  
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